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Eagle Eye Cloud VMS customers can record a full video image from fisheye cameras 

and dewarp without browser plug-ins.  

AUSTIN, TX. Eagle Eye Networks, the global leader of cloud video surveillance, 

announced today the release of its cloud/client-based fisheye camera dewarping 

solution. Eagle Eye Cloud VMS customers can now securely access their fisheye 

cameras and dewarp the video in real-time from their desktop browser or mobile device.  

Eagle Eye Cloud VMS supports a broad array of fisheye cameras from multiple 

manufacturers, including: 

● Axis M3058 

● Hanwha 9010R 

● Avigilon 12.0-H4F-DO1-IR 

● Hikvision DS-2CD63C5G0-I(V)(S) 

● Dahua NK8BR4 12MP 

● Eagle Eye Networks CDUF-003a 

Eagle Eye Networks expects to quickly expand the support for additional fisheye 

cameras from additional manufacturers. Eagle Eye Cloud VMS currently supports over 

3,500 IP, analog and HD over coax cameras.  

“Fisheye cameras have numerous efficiencies and cost savings associated with them,” 

said Dean Drako, CEO of Eagle Eye Networks. “Eagle Eye’s fisheye dewarping solution 

transforms standard fisheye cameras into powerful intuitive tools while decreasing the 

cost and maintenance needed to cover a wide area.” 

Included with the new fisheye dewarping is a virtual PTZ function that provides benefits 

over traditional PTZ cameras. Traditional PTZ cameras can only capture the area they 

are aimed at when they are aimed at it. The virtual PTZ function in Eagle Eye Networks’ 

fisheye dewarping captures footage of an entire area regardless of any pan, tilt or zoom. 



The user can, therefore, pan, tilt and zoom after the fact and see the image when 

viewing historic video.  

Previously, the Eagle Eye Cloud VMS supported fisheye cameras through camera-

based dewarping. The new cloud/client-based dewarping no longer requires the camera 

to do the dewarping function.  Dewarping is done in real-time or when viewing historic 

video. Customers can apply preset dewarps to their video in Single, Dual 180, Quad 

and 360 views. These views can be converted to layouts as if they were separate 

cameras. 

The Eagle Eye Cloud VMS cloud/client-based fisheye camera dewarping is available 

immediately and globally to all partners and customers.  There is no additional charge 

for these features. 

ABOUT EAGLE EYE NETWORKS 

Founded in 2012, Eagle Eye Networks, Inc., is #1 in cloud video surveillance worldwide, 

addressing the needs of businesses, alarm companies, security integrators, and 

individuals.  Eagle Eye’s 100% cloud managed solutions provides cloud and on-premise 

recording, bank level security and encryption, and broad analog and digital camera 

support – all accessed via the web or mobile applications. Businesses of all sizes and 

types utilize Eagle Eye solutions for operational optimization and security. All Eagle Eye 

products benefit from Eagle Eye’s developer friendly RESTful API platform and Big Data 

Video Framework ™, which allow for indexing, search, retrieval, and analysis of live and 

archived video. Eagle Eye’s open Video API has been widely adopted for integration in 

alarm monitoring, third party analytics, security dashboards, and point of sale system 

integrations. 

Eagle Eye sells its products through authorized global resellers and installation 

partners. Headquartered in Austin, Texas, USA, Eagle Eye has offices in Europe and 

Asia-Pacific. For more information, please visit www.een.com or call +1-512-473-0500 

(US), +31 (0) 20 26 10 460 (EMEA) or +81-3-6868-5527 (JP). 
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